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For carryinfl out the first experiments according to
the method of curved models, ,we found it most convenient
to construct and test a model of the nonrigid V-2 airship
“Smolny” (capacity 5,000 cubic meters). The selection of
this airship was motivated, in the first place, by the
fact that we had at our disposal a large amount of mate-
rial relating to aerodynamic tests of the noncurved model
(to the scale of 1/64.64 of the full-scale size), includ-
ing also detailed tests on rotary derivatives, carried
out by the aid of the method of damped oscillations and,
in the second place, by the fact that at the present time
we have the results of flight t csts of this airship, which
were made for the purpose of determining the. radius of
turn. In this manner, we are able to compare the results,
obtained by the aid of the method of curved models, with
the results of tests made by the aid of the method of
damped oscillations, and with flight tests. Consequently,
wc shall be able to judge which method of testing in the
tunnel produces results that are in closer agreement with
flight test results.

At the outset we proposed that the method of curved
models be used only as a verifying method, since, accord-
ing to the above, in order to use this method as an inde-
pendent method, it is necessary to construct a very large
number of models of various degrees of curvature. However,
we have found lately that we can use our model with a very
high degree of accuracy, for carrying out tilat number of
experiments which will make it possible to use the method
of curved models as an independent method, that is to say,
which mill give the relations of the rotary derivatities

—

*Report No. 182, of the Central Aero-Hydrodynamical Insti-
tute , Moscow, 1934.
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of the forces and the momentin
of 8 and in the final result,

1
—= f(po,
R.

terms of P. or in terms
the nomogram

8)

Thus , the ultimate object of this work is to con-
struct this nomogram, compare it with the results of pre-
vious tests and with flight test results.

We shall show below the considerations on the basis
of which it may be permissible to use one model for ob-
taining an exhaustive number of results.

1. MODEL

l?or constructing the curved axis we have taken the
values of R. and pot which are obtained from the nomo-

gram 1
-= f(po, 6) by turning the dirigible with the
R

minimum radius (fig. 16) .

When 8 = 30°, these values are:

R. = 2.325 m

PO = 8° 511

Thus , the equation of the curved axis according to
formula (7) will be:

z!
(

=203’ch~- I
2.3 )

In accordance with the simplified method of construc-
tion described above, the cross sections were assumed plane.

For the distance of the origin of the coordinates
(point B) from the nose of the model, according to formu-
la (30), we obtained:

‘1 = 0.0505 m
B
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The relation of the abscissa x to the length of the

~ljj curved axis is obtained from’ formula (8):
.*

i’

.
~
t),
‘i

x = 2;3 Ar sh &
IL

2.3
l{ .~~i Figure 17 represents a diagram of the,curved V-2 model,
li II constructed by the aid of the formulas indicated.~1
~~f~1,,!/’l The coordinates x and z~ of the curved axis, as

~

well as the length of the arc of the axis xl and the or-
dinatos y= of” the contour; laid off on the” normals away

!,i1.
from the axis, are given in Table I as a function of the

!;
j

reading along the arc of the curved axis

1!

.(X1), read off
from the nose of the model.

The tail surfaces of the model were deformed accordiqg
to the rule indicated on page 26 of Part I (Technical Memo-
randum No. 829) . The gondola of the airship remained un-
curved since curving it wouid ilave involved unnecessary ad-
ditional difficulties. But the effect of the curvature of
the gondola (due to the fact that it is locat,ed at a very
short distance away from the center of displacement) on the
results of the experiment must be very small and must be
definitely within the limits of experimental error. The
gondola was installed on the model along the tangent to the
curved axis at the point of installation. .“

!;;

iI
The hull of the model; the gondola, and the tail sur-

faces were constructed at the workshops of the Experimental
I!,!1, Aerodynamic Department of the Central Aoro-Hydrodynamic In-1

stitute.
~;

The hull was hollow in the interior (with a wall
thickness of 15 mm), and was turned of beech.

/“

!(,,

i

~i(
2. POSSIBILITY OF USING ONE CURVED MODEL

~j:
f!

1/, FOR CONDUCTING AIT EXHAUSTIVE 3TUMBER OF EXPERIMENTS
;1
$:,

It was shown above that, for an exhaustive use of the
method, it is necessary, for a given series of values of
R. and 130~ to construct as many models as there nro pos-
sible combinations of R. and PO”,

To begin with, let us leave out of consideration the
angle PO and let us assume that we have prepared a series
of models with @o = const. and. R. = variable.
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In testing such a series in the tunnel, by changing
R o, we change the angular velocity of turning along the

circle ( %Luy=R

\ o j

But , according to the series of investigations abroad,
the rotary. derivative of the moment does not depend on the
angular velocity, that is to say, the terms of the higher
orders (beginning with the second order) of the s“eries
(formula (34)) becomes zero*.

The’ rotary derivatives of the forces to some extent
depend otithe angular velocity.

However , these derivatives too may be considered with
a sufiicientl”y large degree of accuracy as independent of
(IJ●

Y

Admitting the assumption that the rotary derivatives
are independent of tlie an~ular velocity, we ought to admit,
as a conseque-nce, that these derivatives, determined by
the formulas (38) for the entire series indicated (when
PO = constant) , should be individually equal.

But , we have no right to change the angular velocity

(by reason of the change in V. w = :) , since the ro-
~Y 0

tary derivatives and the aerodynamic factors of the for-
mulas (38) (on the right” sides) assume a form that is not
dcpcndcnt on the linear velocity VQ***

TilUS, by testing one model at the given angle PO,
we obta.iilthe values of the rotary derivatives during
flight with varions radii, but with PO = constant.

ilow, let us examine the series of models, constructed

*T]lis is confirmed ‘Dy the fact that, during all the tests
on rotary derivatives of tile moment, the logarithmic. damp-
ing decrement and the oscillation period do not depend on
time aild, consequeiltly, do”not depend on angular velocity.

**Besides, a variation in the linear velocity does not
change the distribution of the local angles of attack
along the model axis, i.e., ‘it does not change the physi-
cal phenomenon.
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with R. = c.onsto and PO ‘var~ Let us turn. to figure
18. Here the curve A - A represents the curved axis of
our model in the position “in which the tangent to it,
drawn at the center of volume, forms with the axis of the
tunnel the angle $0

= 80 511. Let us assume that, by
placing our model on the pole of the moment instrument
(passing through the center of volume), we turn it a%out
the axis y until our tangent coincides with”the tunnel
axis , that is to say, Po becomes zero. This position”of
the curved axis is expressed in the form of the curve
B B.-. The curve C - C with several points, indicated
by circles, represents the axis’bf that curved model of
the series R. = const., PO= var., which is constructed
with R. = 2“325 m and PO = 0“

As will be seen, this axis differs very little from
the B - B curve . Only at the stern is there a small
divergence; the nose parts of the axis merge. It is ob-
vious that all the other axes of the series of models
R. = const. = 2.325 m and” so = var. should differ still
less from the axis of our model, since

8° 51!
~o=oand~o=

embrace the entire range of angles of attack with
which we are concerned.

All this naturally suggests that our one curved model
can be tested with complete satisfaction at the angles of
attack, like any straight model, obtaining in addition the
relations of the rotary derivatives to the angles of at-
tack. Below, in the division “Working up of the test data
and corrections thereto, “ we shall show how we have made
the attempt to introduce a correction to the experimental
results for this difference in the curvature of the stern.

3. METHOD OF PRODUCING A VELOCITY GRADIENT ACROSS THE TUNNEL

The problem of creating a velocity gradient across
the tunnel can be solved by installing in front of the
model in the tunnel a special device which distributes the
flow in accordance with the requisite rule. In our opin-
ion, such a device may be either a nozzle, divided into
cells, the area of the sections of which varies along the
diameter of the tunnel, or it may be a netting of variable
mesh.

For working out the problem we” have taken the latter
device (the variable mesh netting). In our opinion,” it
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has more advantages as compared to the first device, since
the netting is easier to prepare, gives a smoother distri-
bution of velocity and offers less obstruction in the ki-
netic section of the tunnel.

The first netting was constructed in accordance with
the following considerations.

Let us turn to figure 19. The upper half of the dia.
gram represents a section of the working section of the
tunnel , in which a netting of constant mesh T is in-
stalled. (T is the number of threads ~er meter in the net) .
Then, considering the velocity in the tunnel as constant
and equal to Do, we may write that the reduction in the
pressures PI - Pa resulting from the netting resist-

0 0
ante is -equal to the losses due to the netting resistance:

CxPSvo2n
P~ ~ -P20= —-—

al
(39)

Here Cx is the coefficient of drag of one wire of

the netting, P is the density of the air, n is the
number of a,ll the wires, S. and a are the midship sec-
tion and the length of one wire, t is the width of the
netting.

s
It is obvious that –= dn (diameter of the wire),

a
n

and - = T. Then formula (39), is transformed as follows:
1

(40)

Considering that all the wires are of equal length
a, we find that the resistance of the part of the netting
bounded by the sections, which are at a distance of *Z
from the tunnel axis, is equal to:

~ z

Ii’.= f’ (Pl
/

2

- Pa ) a dz = a CxPdn voa T dz
I o 0

:..’-z
.I
-z

Here z is the variable ordinate, read off cross-
wise to the right and to the left of the tunnel axis.

Since T = const., we obtain from the preceding equa-
tion:
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F. = 2 Cx Pa dn U02 T z (41)

~~ Now; let us look at” the lower “half of figure 18,
where we have transposed our wires along tho ordinate z
in such a way that we obtainod a netting with variable
mesh t. The number “of all the wires n remained un-
changed, and their distance apart on the tunnel axis re-
mained equal to T.

~hen , analogously to formula (4o) for the section,
which is at a distance z from the axis, we find that
the local reduction in pressure PI - P= will be:

PI - P= = Cx P dnv= t

Here v is the local velocity in section z (since
t > T, then V<uo). The total resistance of the part
of the variable mesh netting, similar to the part do-
scribcd above, will be:*

1

z

J

z

F = (Pl - p=) a dz =a Cx p dn V2 t dz (42)
-z

Here Vz and t are variables and are functions of z.

Since the number of wires in case I and case II (fig.
18) remain unchanged, it is evident that the resistance
of the part of the netting with constant mesh, which we
have examined, will be equal to the resistance of the part
of the variable mesh netting, that is to say,

Fo=l?

and z

2Cxpadn Uo2 TZ = Cx P a dn
J

U2 t dz

that is to say, -z
z

2 V02 Tz = Jv2t dz
-z

Differentiating both sides of the equation obtained,
we find: 2

V. T = U2t

*T~e mutual influence of the elements of the netting are
not taken into account here, thereby involving a certain
error , which will be corrected later on.

—
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hence we find that

Vo
2 t

—.
~2=T (43)

that is to say, the squares of the velocities, obtained
as a result of installing the netting with variable mesh,
are inversely proportioilal to the local distances apart
of the mires of the netting.

Thus , any distribution of velocity can be easily ob-
tained behind the netting, by constructing it in accord- .
ante with the law, obtained from formula (43) :

()VQ
2

t=Tv (44)

The necessary linear law of velocity distribution,
expressed according to formula (Z3) as

v
—=1+~
V. R.

can be obtained, consequently, by constructing the netting
in accordance with the law

t=
T — (45)

v
obtained by substituting —=1+:

V. R.
in formula (44).

Such a netting was constructed by us from two-milli-
meter paraffined cord. The distance between the mires of
tile netting along the tunnel axis was selected T =

threads
150 y-, which corresponds to the distance between

the cords 1- = 6.67 mm. It is clear that the netting was
T

variable only across the tunnel along the horizontal. But
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,. ..”

along the vertical, for each 100 millimeters, the individ-
ual cords of the netting mere intertwined with thin
threads-. -Thefle threads -extinguitied the cord vibrations
that might have occurred in tho flow.

The netting was stretched on a wooden frame 800 by
800 millimeters, which was suspended in the tunnel. The
fraine was provided at the sides with streamlined fairings
made of st’iff lacquered paper.

Since it is extremely difficult to use the formula
(45) directly,in stretching the netting we made use of the
relation between the distance of any cord from the tunnel
axis and the mesh which is supposed to be on this distance.
This relation may be obtained in the following manner.

Let us find a certain curve x = f(z) (fig. 20),
which has the characteristic that the constant increment
of the function ox gives tllg variable increment of the
argument z, equal to AB, that is to Say, to the dis-
tance between two adjacent cords of the netting, the first
of which is coordinated with the magnitude z.

1
It is clear that the distance AE = -. From figure

t
20 we see that

Ax =tana=~
~ dz

t

whence
x = .rA xt dz,..

substituting, in the obt~ined integral t- according to
formula (45), me find that

:.

,.. 1’x=;x::y
Integrating and discarding C

+-c

as a quantity which
has an influence only on the aptitudinal position of the
curve x = f(z) and, consequently, does not’ change the
characteristic of the curve, with which we are concerned,
we find that. ,-.

-,.,—.—.- . mnnlll 1
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T R. Ax
x=-

1+2
R.

This will give.us the desired distance of any cord.
from the tunnel axis:

( AXTR,O
&=-R. 1+

x ) (46)

In this formula it 3s necessary to consider x as
changing in progression, that is to say,

X=xl +Ax; X= X1+2AX; X=xl +3Ax’ etc.

where xl = constant, The magnitude Ax can be found at
onels discretion.

The netting, constructed by the aid of the methods
described above, was stretched in the working section of
the tunnel T-3 (D = 1.5 m) by the aid of twelve wires
with tenders. (The netting and its installation are
clearly shown in figs. 24 and 25) . Then, behind the net-
ting, at a velocity of from 34 to 35 meters per second,
the field of velocities was carefully explored by the aid
of Prandtlls tube. The field was explored in two sections
(150 mm and 800 mm from the netting) along the horizontal
lines parallel to the netting and lying in the plane pass-
ing through the tunnel axis.

In the first section readings were taken for every
20 millimeters of the coordinate z, in the second sec-
tion readings were taken for every 10 millimeters.

Tiie test was maclc by the aid of tJ70 uicromano~lcters
according to the method of instantaneous readings; one
of the micromanomcters was connoctod to the movable
Prandtl tube and the othor was connected to the tunnel
speed control device. Such a plan of testing allowed
us, when exploring the field, to take into account the
pulsation of the flow according to the velocity, since,
before exploring the field, the movable speed device was
adjusted to the speeds in accordance with the readings
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on the speed control device. During this adjustment the
movable speed indicator was on the tunnel axis (z = O) .

.,.In.thi.s manner-,-knoving during-each instantaneous reading
(making use of the adjustment indicated) the velocity
along the tunnel axis, it was possible to find the rela-
tion of the velocity at any point along the straight line
investigated to the velocity along the tunnel axis.

This relation was calculated according to the obvious
correlation

where h is the reading on the mova%le speed indicator,
and ho is the reading on the speed indicator on the

tunnel axis, determined according to the” adjustment in-
dicated above.

In fi~ure 21 there are plotted the results of these

tests as a function of z. The values v in the first- .. q

section are indicated by crosses; the values v in the
<

second section are indicated by points.

Besides, on the same graph there are plotted: (1)
the necessary distribution of velocity, according to for-

-.

mula (33) when R. = 2.325 m
J

(designated by ~ ~ theor~ ;

(2) the distance apart of the wires of the netting t =
f(z), obtained according to formula (45) “(designated by

‘theor.) ●

As will be seen, nearly all the experimental points

[1lay below the straight line ~ Thus ,. judging
o theor.

from the first tests, the netting did not come up to ex-
pectation. This was due to.the fact that, in construct-
ing the netting, we disregarded “tho mutual influence of
the cords, for which reason the support (loss of velocity)
came out everywhere greater than calculated.

Therefore, in order to create the necessary velocity
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distribution, it was decided to. correct the netting by
~shiftinglt its mesh. A mean curve was drawn through the
experimental points of section II (designated by

r
‘VI—, J.*
Lvo_l experimental

The mesh was Ilshiftedtf in the following manner. The
mesh, corresponding to point A of the curve
ttheoretical

= f(z) , produced a velocity relation

[1v——‘o determined by point B on the curve
experimental ‘

[1 v-
= f(z) when z = 0.275. Such a ve.

L~]”experimental

locity relation is necessary to have (according to the
rl

:x
strai~ht line not for z = 0.275 but for

~vo~theor.

z = 0.175 (point C). For this purpose we have to Ilshiftll
the mesh at point A parallel to the straight line BC
by the magnitude z = 0.275 - 0.175 = 0.1 m. In this
manner we obtain point E.

Proceeding thus with every. point on the curve

‘theoretical ‘
a new arrangement of the netting mesh was

obtained; it was designated by ‘corrected” The netting

was stretched again according to the new arrangement of
the mesh and tested by the aid of methods that are entire-
ly analogous to tho method described above. As will be
seen from figure 22, the velocity distribution both in
section I as well as in section II coincides very well
with the requisite rectilinear distribution, that is to
say, the divergences in section II nowhere (within the -
limits of the necessary zone where the gradient is pro-,
duced) exceed 2 to 3 percent,

Thus, the problem concerning the velocity gradient
was solved by us satisfactorily in principle.

---
*The advantage of the second section over the first con-
sists in the fact that in the region of the second section
there are supposed to be installed the tail surfaces of the
model; these tail surfaces are supposed to have the great-
est influence on the magnitudes of the rotary derivatives.
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4. EXPERIMENTS

—,.. .“-”..,-. .,.=.

The curved model was tested in the closed working
part of the T-3 tunnel. The selection of this tunnel for
carrying out the experiments was motivated by the follow-
ing facts:

1. The section of this tunnel and its other dimensions
closely correspond to the section and dimensions of the
NK-l”,,tunnel, where we have previously conducted the ex-
periments on the rotary derivatives. In this manner, the
results may be compared with greater reliability.

2. The two-component scale of this tunnel, on which
the model is installed by the aid of holders, allows us
to work up the record sheets ~iluchmore simply than in the
case of other systems of securing the model.

30 The velocity in this tunnel may be very high,
which permits us to attain, behind the netting, from 35
to 40 meters per second, in spite of the very great total
resistance of the netting.

In order to ascertain the influoncc of the velocity
gradient” on the results of the curved model tests, the
tests were carried out with and without the netting in
position; the velocity along the tunnel axis behind the
netting was taken equal to the velocity of the free flow.

In both cases, in order to obtain results with a
maximum possible degree of reliability and to ascertain
the relation of the rotary derivatives both to tho anglo
of attack and to the rudder angle .of deviation 8, a

great many tests were mad6, that is to say, with every
one of the selected rudder angles of deviation 5 = 0; 5;
10; 15; 20; 25; 30; 35; 40; 45 degrees, tests were made
at the following ,angles of attack

$0 = O; 2; 4; 5; 6; 7; 8; 9; 10; 11; 12; 13;,14 degrees.

Such angles of rudder deviation ,6, as 40 degrees
and,45 d~gr.ges, which would see,m to. be too large, were
taken for’the pur-pose””of ascertaining at’what “p”oirit‘the
rudder stops being effective when the ship turns.

The angles ~ were taken only on one side, because,
during circular flight, the shipls nose is never outside

,,
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=mnk/
the trajectory. The -e distance apart of the angles
PO (lo apart) was selected due to our desire to investi-
gate completely those peculiar bends in the curve.

,+3,
o ZiJ.)y= f(po)$ which we found in the case of the old

tests.

In accordance with the preceding notation, the angle
formed by the tunne’1 axis and the tangent to tho curved
axis of tho model at the center of volume was taken as
tho angle of attack $0”

Figure 23 shows a diagram of the installation of the
model in the tunnel (on the moment apparatus) and indi-
cates the direction of the angles

T[E p:;:og:&p;;h&correspond to circular turning) .
24 and 25) show this installation.

.

Besides testing the curved model with tail surfaces,
there were also tested at the same angles Po a bare
curved hull and a hull with a gondola (which ena%led us
to find very interesting rclati’ons of the rotary deriva- ,
tivcs of the baro hull to the angle of attack).

Simultaneously with the curved model, tests were car-
ried out in an analogous manner (without the netting) with
the straight V-2 model, which had never yet been tested
in detail in the given tunnel.

The aerodynamic moment was measured on the conven-
tional moment apparatus. The results of all the tests
on the moment are given in the form of coefficients of R
in figure 26. Here (for a comparison of the change in all
coefficients according to the angles of attack ispt~e :;1
the curves are given to the same scale: RZM

efficient of the curved model moment, Rm is the coef-77
ficient of the straight model moment. AsJwill bc seen,
the complete curved model, in most cases, produced a mo-
ment of the opposite sign from that produced by the
straight model. This is explained by the fact that the
rotary effect was greater than the linear effect. The
results of the experiments without a ristting (for the com-
plete model) are “not given on the grapk in a complete
form, since they would only obscure the diagram. However,
it is readily seen that the curves

‘ZM = f(po) for the

tests without a netting slope slightly more than the anal-
ogous curves of the tests with a netting, and the values

—..-—. ,,, , ,, ,,. , .,-, , ,,,,.,-,., ,, , , , , ,,, ,,,.,,,, ,,,,,,, , 1 111 1 11 1111111 lmlm
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of R at large angles of attack (P. = 10° to 140),
ZM ‘

are larger in absolute magnitude than the analogous val-
ues of ~M for the tests with a net’”ting.

We are not considering the velocity gradient as the
sole cause of this very insignificant deviation. We must
bear in mind the “fact that, in the presence of the netting,
the flow behind it becomes turbulent* to a much greater
degree than it is when the netting is absent. Moreover,
we must assume that in the flow obtained there are prob-
ably present” local turbulence, vorticos, etc., which no
doubt must change to some extent the character of the
streamlined flow. Next year we propose to carry on more
detailed investigations of the effect of the gradient and
the “netting on the results of curved model tests.**

Therefore,, avoiding criticism and qualitative compar-
ison of the results of tests with a netting and without a
netting, we worked up the results of each variant in.de-
pondently to the end.

The results of the tests on the lateral force are giv-
en in figure 27 in the form of coefficients of R (~ is

the curved model; Rzl , the straight model). ‘These coef-
ficients are determined by the coefficients of the lifting— —..

..
*The effect of the turbulent flow is Shown very charac-
teristically in the result of curved model tests on drag
(see below).

**At first we wanted to exclude the influence of turbu-
lence and nonaxial flows by carrying out the tests with
a netting of constant mesh T, in order to compare the
obtained results with tests made without a netting. But ,
owing to the lack of time, we were obliged to give up
these tests. From the results of tests with a netting of
constant mesh, it would have been possible, with a suffi-
cient degree of probability. to find the values

‘ZM and

%Z1 that are free from the influence of turbulence-and

nonaxial flows, making use of the following obvious cor-
relations:

(R~M)t -
= (RxM) o (RXM)T

%
——

where the subscript O refers to the test in free flow, :
and the subscripts t and T refer to the tests with a
netting of variab~e and constant mesh.

i

G/l1’

1’
—.! —. -,.—.-.—..
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force RZ and the drag Rx by -means” of the well-known

expression:

R = Rz cos ~U + I?x sin PO (47)
‘1

The first thing immediately noticeable in figure 27
is the fact that, in a large majority of the cases, the
tests with the netting gave larger values of R~zl than
the tests without the netting.

The results of tests on drag, which, in this work,
are of entirely secondary importance, will be discussed
below.

It should be mentioned that, in calculating the co-
efficients of ~R, the aerodynamic forces and moments re-
ferred to the square of the velocity U. on the tunnel

a,xis. In the tests’ with the netting, the velocity was
determined in accordance with the readingson the speed
control device, making use of those adjustments with
which.we dealt while investigating the field lehind the
netting.

5. 60RRECT10N5 To Tm EXPERIMEITTS

The basic correction, introduced when the experi-
ments were worked up, Has the correction for the differ-
ence in the model curvature which must occur while pass- ‘
ing from one angle of attack to another and which we dis-
cussed in detail on page 5. This correction was made in
the results of the tests on the moment and force accord-
ing to different methods, for which reason.we shall ex-
amine each case separately.

a) Correction to ,the Moments

We have already seen, in figure 18, that the curved
axis of the model, constructed with R. = 2.325 m and
PO = 00, when the model is installed in the tunnel at
the angle of attack @o = O, has a somewhat larger degree
of curvaturo than the axis of our model
~o = 80,51’).

(R. = 2.325 m,
This is especially noticeable in the stern

of the model, where tile tail surfaces are located. The
nose parts of both axes merge.
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Consequently, the stern of our model, provided with
tail surfaces, when 50

= 00, forms a somewhat smaller
local mean angle of’atta”c-kwith”th’e flow than would have
been formed by a model constructed according to R. =

;:3::.: and PO = 0°” When the model is installed at
the difference between these angles is APO =

0.258° ~OO. 15.51).

Consequently, the true ang”le of attack of the stern
may be obtained by turning our model counter-clockwise
(according to fig. 18) at tho positivo angle ApO = 0.258°.

Naturally, at the other angles of attack, the correc-
tiom will decrease and, with (30 (set), it will be equal
to zero. Thus , the true mean angle of attack of the stern
will be:

@true = Poset

However, since the maximum

- APO (48)

magnitude of A13. is very
small , we considered it entirely possi%le to reg~rd the
change of APO from @oset = O to ~o~et = 8051!, and

higher (until ~Qset
= 140) as rectilinear. This change

is shown in figure 28.

Now, let us turn to figure 26. We see that at 1°
angles of attack, the moment of the hull with gondola
almost everywhere has the opposite sign from that of the

/ moment of the hull with tail surfaces, and that in most
cases it is larger than the latter in absolute value.

Thus , it becomes clear that the negative moment of
the hull with tail surfaces is due mainly to the effect
of the tail surfaces, the moment of which must be con-
siderably larger in absolute magnitude than the moment of
the bare hull.

Therefore, it was decided to introduce the.correction
for ‘APO (forumla 48) only in the value of the tail sur-
face moment of the curved model. But there is no basis
for assuming that the above-examined difference in the
curvature of tho stern of the models, constructed with
R. = 2.325 and PO = var., will exert a perceptible in-
fluence on the moment of the bare hull, since the moment
of the latter is produced, principally, by the nose (tip-
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ping moment)*. But , according to figure 18, the nose parts
of all the models, constructed with R. = 2.325 and PO =
var. , merge.

The correction was introduced in the following manner:
the magnitude of the coefficient of the tail surface moment
was calculated as the difference in the coefficients of the
moment of the hull with tail surfaces and of the bare hull;
the correction to the set angle of the tail surfaces was
introduced according to formula (48) , and the results ob-
tained were again combined with the coefficients of the
bare-hull moment, which remain unchanged.

b) Correction to the Lateral Forces

The fact that, according to figure 27, the lateral-
force values for the bare hull are of the same sign as the
lateral forces of the hull with tail surfaces, enables us
to assume that both the stern of the curved hull and the
tail surfaces exerted an equal influence on the magnitude
and sign of the lateral forces. This made it possible and
correct to introduce the corrections according to formula
(48) to the values of the coefficients of %zl of the

complete model, without separating it into hull and tail
surfaces, as was done in the case of the moments.

c) Other Corrections

In working up the tests on Rzl of the straight
model, it was found (as is almost always the case) that
the curve Rzl = f(po) does not go through zero when

@=o; this is caused by the nonaxial flow whi~h is pro-
duced by the support and the streamlined fairing of the
cross member. This circumstance was discounted by the
fact that the scale of PO was displaced in such a way
that, when PO = O and 8 = O, Rzl = O. The scale of

Po was also displaced in this manner when the tests on

%zl and % ~ of the curved model were worked up, since

tune support and the streamlined fairing were the same.

*This conclusion is also corroborated by the circumstance
that the moment of the bare curved hull changes the sign
at small angles ~ , i.e., at the point where the local
angle of attack of”the nose becomes negative.
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I

All ‘the other very small corrections did not differ
in any respect from the usual corrections introduced in
the’ case of standard experiments (coefficient of the
field, influence of the gradient of static pressure, re-
sistance of the support, etc.). Therefore, we are not
discussing them here,

The curves in figures 26 and 27 c-ontain all the cor-
rections Indicated.

6. CALCULATION OF THE ROTARY DERIVATIVES

The rotary derivatives of the moment, lateral force
and drag were calculated according to the formulas (38),
derived,on page 32 of Part I (Technical Memorandum No.
829) , in which formulas R. was assumed to be equal to
2.325 m.

Figure 29 shows the rotary derivatives of the moment

n aivly
.—

my 1as a function of the angle of attack PO for
Lvo

the different rudder angles of deviation 8 and for the
bare hull with gondola and without gondola. As should
have been expected, the rotary derivatives obtained for
tho bare hull wero much smaller than those obtained for
the hull with tail surfaces. The peculiar bend upward of

the curve [“1 aMyl of the hull without car was’ due to
Li);~j

the sudden lend downward of the curve
‘XM = f(po) of the

hull without car (fig. 26).

The curves r
1 aMy 1—— =f(po) for the hull with tail

Lvo ~yJ

surfaces (fig. 29) flow in such a tangled and, at the
first glance, irregular bundle* that, according to it,

*This circumstance made it fmpossi.~’le to construct in fig-

-1 &J]
ure 29 the curves — – f(po)ay~”–

for all the”rudder
Lv~

angles of deviation; it would have confused the diagram
still more.
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~ -+

I abI
excep~ for the ’increase, in general, of

: awr,
with

the angle of attack, it is very difficult to make other
quantitative conclusions. However, if we construct the

[.< =J1 aMZ ‘as a function of the rudder angle ofvalues

deviation and on a considerably magnified scale (fig. 32),
immediately we notice some iegularit~~; this is especially
clearly evident at small angles PO and is confirmed both
by experiments with the netting as well as without the net-
ting. To begin with, this regularity consists in the pres-
ence of two sufficiently pronounced maxima* on the majority
of the curves, and secondly, in the large decrease of the
rotary derivative with large angles 8. It seems to us
that the reason for such sinuosity of these curves should
be sought :n the somehow regularly varying mutual influence
of the rudder, the compensator and the stabilizer.

On the basis of figure 32, we may say that the condi-
tion, whi cY., in the previous papers on curvilinear flight,
assumes that the moment rotary derivatives are independent
of the rud?.er angle of deviation, must be admitted as le-
ing correct in the first approximation, since the maximum
deviations of the values of the rotary derivative at the
different 6 (from O to from 25~ to 30°) from its value
when 6 = O do not exceed, in the majority of cases, from
5 to 6 percent. However, when we examine the variation,
with the angle of attack of the bare hull rotary derivative,
me find that the condition, which assumes that the hull ro-
tary derivative is independent of the angle of attack, must
be roga,rded as entirely unsatisfactory, since the differ-

ence in the values of
[+ ~]h,l:hen p ‘ 0 and ‘hen

s’ 09= amounts to - 60 percent.

Figure 31 shows the variation, with reference to the
angle of attack PO, of the lateral force rotary deriva-
tives both for the hull with tail surfaces as well as for
the bare hull.

It is interesting to note that the condition assumed
by the English, namely, that the hull rotary derivative is

*The second maximum is larger than the first.
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constant with reference to the angle of attack, and that
the hull rotary derivative is equal to 0“.1 m, where m
iS the mass’ of air displaced by the model, is not ful-
filled (the difference amounts to 100 percent).

This will be seen from a comparison of the curves

r1 azl 1 rI azl
..— —

“a%Jhull
with tho straight line — — 1 =0.1 m,

LvO
“0 awy+ull

plotted on the same diagram.

The curves rdpresonting the variation of the lateral
force rotary derivative of the hull with tail surfaces,
similarly to the curves of figure 29, are shown in the
form of a somewhat tangled, although more regular, bundle.

.-.1”-IL OL
The fundamental regularity of the ‘change of — —

1

~L~o awyj

appears sufficiently clearly in figure 33, where

[
lZ

—— 1 are given (analogously to fig. 32) as a function
I_vO aW1,J

t7

of the rudder angle of deviation 6. This regularity is
apparent from the fact that, when the angle 8 is in-
creased, “the rotary derivatives tend to decrease at small
anglesof attack, and tend to increase at large angles of
attack. It should be mentioned, in particular, that, in
all tihe cases, the lateral force rotary derivatives were
larger during tests with a netting than during tests with-
out a netting. This difference sometimes amounts to 12
percent.

Now, let us compare the values of the rotary deriva-
tives obtained by the method of curved models and by the os-
cillation method. This comparison is” shown in figure 30.

As will be seen, the values of the moment rotary de-
rivative, obtained by the method of curved models, were
everywhere smallar than the values of the rotary derivative

.

determined by the oscillation method. Besides, the peculiar
bend in the curve, obtained by the oscillation method, did
not appear in the curve, constructed by the aid of the
curved model method.

The reason for these divergences, amounting to 10 per-
cent , must be sought in t-he following:
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1) The rotary derivatives were determined by the os-
cillation method in the ifK-1tunnel, in which,
as a rule, the tests sometimes differ consider-
ably from those carried out in the T-3 tunnel.

2) The model tested in the NK-1 tunnel had a somo-
what greater relative elongation than tho curved
modol, the ol.ongation of which was exactly.simi-
lar to the full-size ship.

3) The theory underlying the determination of the
rotary derivative contains, according to the
damped oscillation records, many merely approx-
imately correct assumptions and, moroover, the
experimental results are considerably distorted,
due to the imperfection of the equipment used
for recording the damping* (it is true that re-
cently we have greatly improved the method of
recording damped oscillations and of working
up the data) .

4) The origin of the enigmatical bend on the curve

~1 myy
!— —! obtained by the oscillation method,
I_uo dwy.l,

is explained, in our opinion, by the influence
on the tail surfaces of vortices that get de-
tached from some parts of the apparatus located
in the flow. The tail surfaces immediately be-
come blanketed with these parts at the model .
angles of attack of from 5 to 8 degrees, that
is to say, exactly at” those angles at which the
indicated bend occurs.

It is self-evident that the C1OSQ coincidence of the
lateral force rotary derivatives, obtained in figure 30, .
is purely accidental since, in the case of the damped ‘
oscillation method, the lateral force rotary derivative
was calculated according to the rotary derivative of the
moment (for which no coincidence was obtained) by the aid
of various assumptions of extremely low probability (for

*Concerning t’hese imperfections, see our work on radii of
turn.
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the incorrectness of which has already been

.

‘7.RESULTS OF THll EXPERIMENTS

830 23

ascertained..

BASED ON THE DETERMINATION OF T~J DRAG

In testing tho curved model on drag, we first of all
discovered a very great difference between the results of
tests with a netting and without a netting. During tests

with a netting, the coefficients of drag were found ev’ery-
“:where to be from 35 to 70 percent smaller than the corre-
spending’ coefficients o%tained’.in the tests without a net-
ting.’: Apparently, this difference is to be attributed, in

. the first place, to the artitEicial turbulence of the flow
due to ,the netting, which gives the boundary layer of the
model a structure more closely resembling the structure
obtained with high Reynolds Numbers and, in the second
place, the difference is to be attributed to the possible
considerable drop in the statical pressure along the tun-
nel behind the netting.

The very interesting problem concerning the possibil-
ity of obtaining, by the aid of artificial turbulence in
the flow, an artificial increase in tho Reynolds Number,
can and ought to be the subject of special earnest inves-
tigation.

Figure 34 shows the relations to PO of the coeffi-
cients of drag of the curved and straight models. These
curves are given only for the rudder angle of deviation
6 Q. The remaining wind tunnel tests,. although they
ha~e been carried out and worked up, are here of much loss
interest in principle and, therefore, aro not sho,Wn.

Fi,guro 34 also shows the relation to PO of the ro-
b ..

( rI ax
tary derivative of tho drag — — 1 calculated by us

~Yo &My+

?ccordiag. to the first formula of the systo.m (38) (page
32 of’Part’ I, Technical Memorandum No; 829),- also for
8 0.= This dorivativo was calculated only according to
“the wind tunnel tests without a netting, sinco we did not
have any tests of the straight model in a flow with the

\

h-
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same degree of turbulence as was created by the netting
with variable mesh*.

8. CONSTRUCTION 03’ THE NOMOGRAiIS OF THE RADII OF TURN

COMPARISON OF THE iiOMOGRAMS WITH FREE FLIGHT TESTS

AND WITH RESULTS OF PREVIOUS TESTS

After determining the relations of the rotary deriva-
tives of the moments and lateral forces to Po and 8, it
became possible to construct the nomograms that are analo-
gous to those in figure 16. The values are the reverse of
the radius of turn, with which radius there is established,
for the various ‘PO and 6, the equilibrium either of the
forces or of the. moments. These values were calculated ac-
cording to the well-known expressions (reference 1):

According to the condition of equilibrium of forces

1 Rzl
—= (

R. fl azl
m cos PO - 1— —

!.VO awy 1

According to the condition of equilibrium of moments!

Rm
Y—= ,-

r~ d~iy .

’11

0 ——
U. ,awy

,. [

(49)

*It was possible to work up the results of the wind tunnel
tests on the moments and the lateral force, making use of
the tests with-and without the netting simultaneously
(curved and straight models), due to the fact that, accord-
ing to the series of foreign investigation, the magnitudes
of the lifting forces and moments depend but little on the
degree of turbulence in the flow. Thus , on the magnitudes
of the lateral forces, calculated according to fornula (47)
the differences in the values of” RZX, obtained in tests

with and &ithout a netting, must show an insignificant ef-
fect because, in the formula indicated

‘zx
is multiplied

by the sine of the small angles.
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These, nomograms, constructed according to the wind
. tunnel test’s ,wjath.and without,,a, netting, are shown in

“figures35 and 36,. On tulleleft of ‘the-diagrams are given
the hyperbolical scales, which enable us to obtain the
values, in meters, of the radii of turn R. for the
full-scale airship.

As will be seen from these nomograms., the points on

the. straight line
1
—= f(po, 6) in figure 36 are par-
Ro

titularly well placed, that is to say, according to the
tests without a netting. This partly leads. us to surmise
that they are more reliable as compared to the tests with
the netting, The fact that the straight line

1
— = f(~o, 8) passed through zero is particularly valu-
R.

able, since this line did not g“o through zero before. (See
fig. 16.) The degree of reliability of our present tests
is thereby greatly increased.

Some deviations of the points from the straight line

1
—= f(po$~), which occur .(figs. 35 and 36) mainly at
R.

large rudder angles of deviation, in our opinion, are due
either to the influence of ‘the compensator or to the loss
of effectiveness.on the part “of the rudder.

There is no basis for attributing these deviations,
in a large rceasure, to experimental errors, since such
deviations, in the same direction, occur on both curves
(figs. 35 and 36). This is shown especially ClearlY in
figure 3’7, where a comparison is made of the relations of

1
— = f(~o,b). on the basis of the results of the present
R.

tests and the results of tests by the aid of the damped
oscillation method and according to free-flight: tests.
As will be seen, the general direction of the curves co-

‘ incides well” enough: the deviations (general) seldom”
amount” to 10 per”ce”nt. ,.

At first glance, it might s“eem that the resu’lts of
the old tests by the aid of the oscillation method are in
better agreement with the free-flight tests than the re-
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suits of the present tests. ‘However, this phenomenon is
purely accidental: we have to assume that, in free-flight
tests, errors may occur which lie within the 10-percent
limit..*

Figure 38 shows a comparison of the relations ‘of the
radii of turn to the rudder angle of deviation, according
to our various experiments.

‘We cannot discuss in detail the causes of all the
divergencies (of a qualitative and quantitative order),
since, for this purpose, it is necessary to have a con-
siderably larger number of experiments than we have in
this work.

Let us mention one fact which we think is interest-
ing, In figure 36, when 6=0, the curves of the equi-
librium of the moments and forces intersected at the ori-
gin of the coordinates (PO = O, R. =m, rectilinear

motion) as well as at some other point
(
1- = 0.0925 m-l

)

R

R. full scale = ’700 m . A similar fact was noted also in
the old tests. (See fig. 16.)

This circumstance indicates that, when the rudder is
neutral, the given airship evidently can fly along a cir-
cle with a very large radius. It is interesting to note
that this fact is confirmed by several free-flight tests
made abroad.

By using the graphs 35 and 36 and also the figures
26, 27, 29, and 32 and the rotary derivatives of drag, not
entered here, it was found possible to construct three
graphs tilat are of great theoretical interest (figs. 39,
40, and 41) .

Graphs of this kiild should be very useful in the
aerodynamic calculation of airship designs.

These graphs show, as a function of ~ of the model**
Rn

*Iljwas found that, in free-flight tests, the tail surfaces
are displaced somewhat for~ward, as compared to the original
position. This fact was not taken into account in the tests.

**I.e., as a function of the magnitude, proportional to the
angular velocity

‘Y “
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the values of the nondimensional coefficients of the total
-=. mo;iflents, lateral force’s, and drags ~cXM) c~zls C~X) aCt-
, ing on the airship in balanced flight along circles of”dif-

\“ ferent ra:dii, as well as their components, i.e. , coeffi.
i “cients of the forces and moments resulting from the linear}.,. as” well as the rotary displacements:,
1’ .

.C c “Cx and
‘Y ‘

21 , C%’ CZ”lw ‘ “xw

These curves are obtained for the states of equilib-

rium of flight along circles [~*Po and 5J correspond-
L RO 1

ing to the points of the straight lines ~— = f(po, 6)

1
0

(figs. 35 and 36) ,.and their ordinates are calculated ac-

,..->

cording to the fomiulas:

2R 2 Rx
c 3;cz1=3; cx._=
‘Y pu ps P ‘s

aMY
2(U

2R%_ ‘1YLq +[:21%=y- =
pu V02 Pu

22 &lw .y$$~ 2 + 3
L 1ROLVO 3*Y= ,Y- ,=._

Czlw =

Ps Ps V02 Ps
. .

m
xl 1 1 axl

2R ‘Y @yJ
2 r

%— g,< q!
c%(=_= =

9s Psuoa Ps

,.. .,

%M = cm + %lw; %21 = Czl + Czlw; %x = Cx + c%Y

(50)

(51)

(52)

(53)

(54)

The formulas (.50) are the well-known transformations
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from the coefficients of R to the nondiinensional coeffi-
cients of C by expressing R in terms of hal$ the den-
sity, the volume U or the midship section S.

The formulas (51), (52), and (53) are”obvious and are
given in the form of consecutive and very simple transfor-
mations (R. is regarded as variable).

In figure 39, due to the equilibrium of the linear
and rotary moments, the magnitudes Cm and C

WI)
are

Y
equal in magnitude and opposite in sign, which ‘stipulates
that CX~VI= o (54).

In figure 40, the magnitude c~‘z is everywhere

equal to and opposite in sign to the coefficient of cen-
trifugal force, which coefficient may be calculated as
follows:

The coefficient of centrifugal force =

mu 2
0

~ 2m cos PO *
.—COS PO =

PV02 PROS
—s
2

(55)

whit’h follows from the equilibrium of all the forces.

Figure 41, can be used as initial data for calculat-
ing the loss of velocity in flight along circles of dif-
ferent radii. This can be verified very simply by flight
tests.

CONCLUSIOITS

In summing up all we have said above, we must a~mit
that the method of curved models,

.-,.
in addition to its very

great aerodynamic theoretical vlaue, also have very great
practical value. It is superior to the oscillation meth-
od in the following points:

*COS $0 occurs due to the fact that the direction of the

centrifugal force and the direction of the airshipls axis
are not perpendicular.
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J 1) The accuracy of the curved model test lies within
* the, limits ““ofaccuracy of aerodynamic tests in

;’/1
general, while the accuracy of the oscillation

J

!!: method is very low. This is mainly due to the
~;: imperfection of the apparatus used in the OS-”

~~ cillation met’hod, and to the considerable num-

J!
ber of llba.llastllquantities that have to be

}{:
$ measured.

i~~
J 2) BY the aid of the oscillation method we cannot mea-
i measure directly the lateral force rotary ef-

fects that can be calculated on the basis of
assumptions, the considerable discrepancy of
which with actual conditions has already been
shown.

3) The rotary effects of drag cannot be determined
at all %y means of the oscillation method.

4) Owing to the accuracy and simplicity of curved
model tests, we can investigate the changes
in the rotary derivatives with respect to the
rudder angle of deviation. In the case of
the oscillation method, the changes of the
rotary derivatives absolutely lie within the
limits of accuracy of the test.

5) By the aid of the method of curved models (when
we prepare several models with R. = var.) we
can investigate the change in the rotary de-
rivatives with reference to the angular veloc-
ity. However, with the oscillation method this
is entirely impossible, since one of the basic
assumptions of the latter method is that the
rotary derivatives are independent. of angular
velocity..

6) By the aid of the method of curved models we can
study experimentally the distribution of aero-
dynamic loads in curvilinear flight.

..
The ,m”ajority,of these meritswore corroborated by ex-

X@ p“eriments. The results of experiments carried.out accord-
ing to the method of curved models showed that the rela-’

1
tions of —= f(po,6) are much more regular than in the

R.
case of the oscillation method, and that they are in suf-
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ficiently good agreement with the results of free-flight
tests. :

~“
~ ,’~ The possibility of making use of one curved model for

$ ,P ) studying motion along circles of different radii is espe-
9’$4’/ cially valuable. It considerably simplifies the use of
t ,}’~d~~ the present .method and reduces the cost of its application.
b &(f@

/“’” In addition to the errors, indicated in Part I, which
are due to the fact that the rotation of circular motion
insufficiently conforms to physical laws, and the errors
attributable to the contraction and elongation of the arc
of the meridional contour, the metl]od also has the follow-
ing faults:

1) It is necessary to employ gradient devices (par-
,,

titularly a netting) in order to achieve more
accurate similarity to curvilinear flight.
These devices most likely distort the flow and
introduce additional difficulties in the way
of obtaining the similarity indicated.

2.) It is necessary to produce a special model which
is rather complicated in construction.

3) It is necessary to carry on the experiments with
particular care and accuracy, since the rotary
derivatives are determined by the fornulas (38)
as differences of the results o~f experiments
which are made at different times and which
frequently (for example, in the case of lateral
forces) do not differ to any significant degree.
Right nom we may say with certainly that the
accuracy of measurement, for example, of the
moment , on the conventional moment appartitus is
not sufficiently high. ,

Next year we propo,se to endeavor to “find a more exact
and reliable solution of the problem concerning the in-
fluence of.,the velocity “gradient and the presence of the
netting on the experimental results than we have given in
this paper. It is veryprobable tilat the influence of the
velocity gradient is very insignificant, and possibly neg-
ligible. .i

In conclusion, we wish to express the hope that the’
method of curved models may find application not only in
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aerodynamic investigations of airships, but also in aero-
dynamic investigations of other aircraft, .as well as in
hydrodynamic investigations of naval vessels and su%ma-
rines.

Translation by Translation Section,
Office of Naval Intelligence,
Navy Department,
Zlluma Karp.
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Figurti 23. - Arrangement of the curved V-2 model behind
the variable mesh netting during wind tunnel

tests on the moment in the working part of the T-3 tunnel.
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Figure21.- Investigationof the fieldof velocitiesbehind
the variablemesh nettingtheoretical
(beforecorrection).

:
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Figure22.- Investigationof the fieldof velocities
behindthe nettingof variablemesh

t corrected(aftercorrection).
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ii’i=nre 24. - Instalktionof the curvedV-2 m.cdelbekiudthe nettingwith
variablemesh in the T-3 tunnel.(Viewfrom the stern)

~izd t—
mesh netti~ in the”T-3 hinnel.(7iewfrom the nose

throughthe netti~g). -

lb,
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a, hull and hullwith gondola.
bl hull with tail surfaces (straightmodel).
c, hull with tailsurfaces(curvedmodel).

“Fig.26

Figure 26.- Values of the coefficientsof R2M ~d
%

of the aerodynamic

momentof the curved and straightV-2 modelsas a functionof
the angleof attack P .

.
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— Experimentwith netting.
---- I@eriment withoutnetting.}

curved model.

—- Straightimodel.
,,, , a, hull with talls~faces ( curvedmodel).

b, hull with tailsurfdces( istraightmodel).
c,hull and hullwith gondola,

a.

kfikivH--RH

aoonl

Q

Qoocv

uoa3i?

l’igure27.- Valuesof the coefficientsof Rzzi and Rzi of the lateral
forcesof the curved.and the straightV-2 modelsas a

functionof the angleof attack PO.
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of attack ~. wh’en6=0.
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. . . ,, with netti~
——— ——- withoutnetti~
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Figure29.- Valuesof themomeuirotaryderivatives
of the V-2 modelas a functionof the

angleof attack ~o.(Curvedmodeltests)....,,,,,,,,
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experimentswith varieblemesh netting.
—.— — experimentswithoutvariablemesh netting.

Figure31.- Changeofthe rotaryderivcitiveaof the latere.1
aerodynamicforces with referenceto the angle

of attack PO accordingto the testswith the curvedV-2
model.
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.

,,. . ,,

with netting.
—.— withoutnetting.

Figure32.- Curvesrepresentingthe changesof the ‘
momentrotaryderivativesof the V-2,,.

‘nibdel,with reference”to therudder anglesof
deviation6, for differentPo( curvedmodel).
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●

o testwith netting.

l?igure33.- Changeof the rotaryderivativesof the la%eral
aerodynamicforces,with referenceto the rudder

angleof deviation6 , for differentanglesof attack PO

(test with curvedV= model).
,,

,, ,,
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3’igure34.- Value of the coefficients of %X , Rx and of
the rotary derivative of Irag as a function ~f

the angle of attack 80 wlnen 8=0 (from the tests of the
straight and curved V-2 models].
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““+0

a, of the fullriscaleship(inmeters).
b, accordingto the equationof forces.
c. accordingto.’theequationof moments.

@f themodel

-+=H” ‘1--t-l
I I I

# .

I
.
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~igure35.-Relationof ~. f (~o , 6 ) for the V-2 model

(

R.
M= *

)
full scalesize , constructedaccording

to the curvedm%?tests (Ro=2.w5,po=8051’) wi~ a veloci~
gradient.

—
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a, of the full scaleship(inmeters).
b, accordingto the equationof force#.
c, accordingto the eqoationof moments.
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Figure 36.- Relation of ~ f (130 s ~ ) for the V-2 model

(
M=&

64.64 )
full.ncalesize~ constructedaccording

to the curve~model tests(RO=2.325,Bo=8051~ ) withouta
velocitygradient.
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R)?ull l/Rn of the model.
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Jibmre 37.- Comparative diag~am ofal/Ro plotted against @o
of the free flight test with the V-2 dirigible

and the test with the model in the tunnel.
R. of full-scale dirigible (in meters).
I l/R. (to the scale of the model).
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l?igure38.- Value of l/R. as a function of the rudder
angle of deviation (V-2 model and fullb

scale ship).
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. CRYcm’JJ‘ : ‘est’s”‘+th‘etting.-Tests without netting.
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Figure 39.- Value of the non-dimensional coefficients
of the linear,rotary and total moments as

a function of l/R (during circular flight ).
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o— Tests witlnnetting.
o--- —Tests without netting.
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Figure 41.- Value of the

non-difl.ensional
coefficients of the linear,
rotary and total drag as a
function of L (during

R.
circular flight).
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Figure 40.- Value of the non-dimensional coefficients of
the linear,rotemy,total and centrifugal forces

as a function of+ (during circular flight).
o model
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